
Maji Curry is the best of Japan’s ultimate soulfood, curry.  
They won the most prestigious award, the Kanda Curry 
Grand Prix in 2018 and 2023. They came out victori-
ous after beating 400 competitors in the curry catego-
ry and in fact, won the first award in 2018 only seven 
months after opening its first store. 
 
The CEO of Sunpark Japan, Inc., Ken Takagi, plans to 
open 300 locations worldwide by 2030. The first Maji 
Curry store in the US opened in Irvine, California this 
year and became an immediate success. Spice up your 
life by spreading Maji Curry to the world! (See back for 
more details.)

THE BEST OF JAPAN’S
ULTIMATE SOULFOOD

KANDA CURRY CHAMPIONSHIP
No.1 CURRY IN JAPAN

Hamburger Cheese Sauce Curry Rice

Pork Cutlet Cheese Sauce Curry Rice



Brand Name:  Maji Curry
Address:   5-11-1 Kishibekita, Suita City  
 Osaka  JAPAN  564-0001
URL:   sunpark.ne.jp
Year Established:  2018
CEO:   Ken Takagi
Units:   6  (Japan-3 / US-1 / Thailand-2 
 Singapore-1)

Description:   A fast casual restaurant featuring Japanese style  
 curry with a variety of toppings 
Average store size:  800 SQ FT to 2,500 SQ FT
Contact: (US) Ichiro Fujita –  I. Fujita Int’l, Inc. 
 ichiro@ifujita.com / 310.408.0337
 Jimmie Evans – Sunpark Co. Ltd.  
 Jimmie.Ken.Evans@sunpark.ne.jp

2018 – Maji Curry wins the Kanda Grand Prix for the first time
2023 – Maji Curry wins the Kanda Grand Prix a second time
Maji Curry Thailand earns 4.6 stars on Google reviews

Store size can vary between 800 and 2,500 square feet. It’s the investor’s 
call to pick the store size and the type of available site that best fits their 
needs.

Operation is easy and simple. Cooking the curry roux to Maji Curry stan-
dards is the most difficult part, but it’s all done at the central kitchen and 
delivered to each store.

Maji Curry gives the investor a lot of flexibility in picking different store 
models with potential for revenue growth from multiple sources. For 
example, the business model could be a full service restaurant, KIOSK, 
QSR with delivery/takeout or any mix of these operations.

The story of Maji Curry begins with dozens of spices, a housemade blend 
of ingredients and 100 hours of simmering at the central kitchen to make 
the perfect curry roux. Maji Curry offers many accompaniments to the 
superbly flavored curry roux. They have freshly deep fried tonkatsu (pork 
cutlet), oven-baked hamburger steak patties, and thirty other possible 
toppings that are always served with their signature pickles. Maji Curry 
offers one of the most flavorful and unique menus you’ll ever see.

AWARDS

FEATURES

MAJICALLY FLAVORFUL CURRY

SPICE UP YOUR LIFE BY SPREADING
      TO THE WORLD!


